WPREIA Newsletter – October 2017
Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, October 17th
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests are still free.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting (let me
know by Noon on Tuesday if you are planning to attend, so enough pizza can be
ordered)
7:00 – 7:30 Club Announcements - I’m always working on something new, and if you miss the
meeting you won’t know what that is.
7:30 – 9:00 Cameron Dunlap – How To Whip Your Competition & Cash Checks Fast By Following
The Most Direct Line To Profits Available!
Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea from so I
could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do a lot of good
things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of sub groups now and
you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to supplement the
main meetings.
Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com website.
This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in one place. Find it
under the Events tab.
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Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…

(Oct 11)

I’m super excited because I just got off the phone with our guest speaker for this month, Cameron
Dunlap, and we have some very good news for you.
Not only will Cam be joining us on Tuesday, but he also just let me know that he’s planning on doing a
very special “Fast Start” session on Wednesday morning and you’re invited.
Join us for this special session from 9:00am – 12:00pm on Wednesday and…
- Join Cam in person while he presents a live software demo and training on his Vacant House Data Feed,
Cash Buyer Data Feed, iFlip Real Estate CRM and Transactional Funding for your deals.
- See and evaluate the most modern and powerful buying and selling tools in Real Estate today.
- See for yourself how you can do more deals and make more money with less effort and time.
- See how you can put yourself a mile ahead of the competition using tools that they don't have or even
know about.
Don’t miss this opportunity see Cam’s powerful tools in action!

Here’s what you need to do…
Step 1: Join us Tuesday night and learn, step-by-step how to take your business to the next level fast,
then…
Step 2: Join us Wednesday morning for a hands-on, Fast Start Training taught by Cam himself.
It’s a perfect 1-2 punch for your business!
Please RSVP by 10/17/2017
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Regards,
Josh Caldwell
(Oct 10)

Hey Josh, Cam Dunlap here.
Every investor goes through it…
Frustration, fear, and feelings of failure are all REAL and powerful hurdles that almost every investor
goes through and if you’re not extremely careful they can stop you and your business dead in your
tracks.
I do have some really good news for you in a second though, so keep reading.
Have you ever caught yourself thinking…
“How am I supposed to make this business work if I can’t find the right sellers? It seems like no one I talk
to is motivated enough!?!”
or
“How will I ever be able to quit my j-o-b and support my family if I don’t have the money for deals and
haven’t a clue where to find it!?!”
or
“Why can’t I get anything going? I hear stories from others and I know I’m not an idiot!?!”
or
“Maybe it’s me!?!”
Listen carefully because this is important…
Do not give up. You do have options right now, but giving up should not be one of them, and here’s
why:
1 – Now is one of the most exciting times to be involved in the real estate business and the next 12-24
months are going to be huge.
2 – You’ve already done the hard part. Give yourself some well-deserved credit because you’ve already
done what 99% of others are too afraid to do. You made the decision to step out of your comfort zone
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and create wealth for you and your family through real estate. You’ve most likely just sailed slightly off
course, but with a few tweaks you can get back in the zone and doing more than you ever thought was
possible.
So, are you ready to hit the ground running or pull off an ultra fast turnaround? If so, I’d like to
personally help you do it!

I’m going to show you how to make this business something that you can count on to bring in six figures
or more each and every year!
You’ll learn how to automate your business to close multiple deals each and every month, even if you’ve
struggled to find consistency up until now.

Consistency and reliability are the name of the
game I’ll be showing you how to play & win!
Don’t give up on yourself, your family or your business.
You deserve success and I can help, but now you need to act and I guarantee you won’t regret it.
I look forward to seeing a packed room full of Pittsburgh REIA members and guests on Tuesday the 17th
(just 7 days from now) at the Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center, 3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh PA
15237
Regards,
Cameron Dunlap
(Oct 7)

By Cameron Dunlap
Pre-foreclosures can be tricky, and it’s important to know how to best use pre-foreclosure lists and –
more importantly – how to contact and communicate with the owners if you want to successfully invest
in pre-foreclosures.

You’ve probably heard of pre-foreclosures and know what a pre-foreclosure is, but let’s quickly refresh
our memories… after all, it’s certainly a great strategy to have in your investing arsenal.
A house typically becomes a pre-foreclosure when the owner is more than 90 days late on their
mortgage payments. At this point, the lender will start the foreclosure process with a notice of default.
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To avoid losing their house, the owner/borrower would have to correct the arrears of their default by
getting payments current again.

That’s a tough spot to be in…
A homeowner that realizes they are only one small step away from foreclosure is one of the most
motivated sellers that you can find. They’re looking for an answer and YOU may be able to help them!
I’ve dealt with pre-foreclosures for years now, and I can tell you that sellers of these types of properties
are typically not in a good place in life (or good mood) – for many reasons.
Owners of pre-foreclosed properties can be mentally and emotionally drained (if you will), and typically
they don’t respond well to the fact that you know that they’re in a financial jam.

Handle With Care…
Much like I teach when dealing with leads from my Vacant House Data Feed, which provides users
access to verified vacant property leads across the nation You NEVER want to say the word “vacant” to a
vacant homeowner.
It makes them feel “watched” or “spied” on and that’s never a great feeling to give someone when
you’re starting a relationship that you want to end with a home sale, right?
So, what do you do with the info on a pre-foreclosure list – well, you handle it with care. What I mean is,
the info on it is homeowners who are likely about to lose their house – so, you need to think about how
you approach the people on pre-foreclosure lists. You do not want to tick them off or upset them.

You actually have two options…
You can work with the owner directly – and tread very, very… very carefully and yes, you walk on
eggshells during that initial conversation.
Or, enlist an experienced attorney to be your go-between or middleman.

Take the Generic Approach
If you decide to reach out to the owner directly…
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You can’t cut to the chase when it comes to owners of pre-foreclosures. You have to gently work into
that first introduction, and an effective way to do so is to take the generic approach.
In short, play dumb – just a little.

Try using a more generic style of direct mail marketing like this:
Notice that it doesn’t come straight out and say “I see your house is in Pre-foreclosure”? Instead it lists
“Facing Foreclosure” as one of many issues you deal with.

Pro Tip: I use iFlip Real Estate, an automated real estate investing software, to generate marketing
pieces just like the one above and more, with the click of a button.

Next…
Establish rapport, which I know you know how to do, and let the conversation take a natural turn
toward the topic of foreclosure. Let the owner share his or her financial distress with you first – and you
act somewhat surprised.
Remember not to lay it on too thick or the owner will see right through your strategy.

Save the Drama for Someone Else
If you prefer to take the drama and emotion out of the deal…
Consider going through an attorney. They aren’t emotionally involved, but they are looking for solutions
to help clients. So offer one up.
Attorneys of clients facing foreclosures want investors who can offer fast financial relief – so be that guy
or gal.

Final Important Thought
So, the bottom line is, you’ve got two choices for dealing with pre-foreclosures….
Either approach the owner delicately or go through an attorney to avoid emotional obstacles.
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Then, you’ll decide if the numbers make sense for you to take the deed and make up the arrearage,
which only happens if there is equity, or if it should go the short sale route, which is really your only
option if there is no equity in the property.
Important Note: Remember, certain states may actually dictate which way you have to go. Some states
have strict rules about pre-foreclosures. Maryland, for example, is one of them. Know your state laws or
hire an attorney who does.
JOSH's Note - PA is not one of them !!!!
Also, when you’re buying pre-foreclosures, don’t EVER lease the house back to the homeowner. They
have to go – period, or walk away from the deal. In my experience regulatory trouble typically comes
when the investor agrees to let the homeowner stay – so don’t.
So, do your homework, know your state regulations when it comes to pre-foreclosures, then choose the
approach that makes sense… one that you can take all the way to the bank.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Deal for you
182 Frank St., Whitaker 15120
Off market property with 2 houses on one lot: 2 bed/1 bath house with detached 1 bed/1 bath guest
bungalow in the rear. Both houses need some work: in the front house its mostly cosmetic (paint,
patching etc.) but in the back it needs cosmetics in addition to mold remediation and to address a water
issue in the basement. The main house would rent for ~ $700-$750 and the bungalow for ~ $500-550,
for a combined ~$1200/ month. Asking $20k, call or text me at (412) 419-1694 or email me at
adaminpitt@gmail.com if interested.
Property pictures:https://goo.gl/photos/MuQC8UdFe8TpxZJM8
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bus Tour Update
It is official, Alex Deacon's bus tour on the 14th is sold out, sorry. You will just have to ask your friends
what creative finance techniques I covered !! Fortune favors the bold.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A new way to make money
If those words don't excite you then you are reading the wrong newsletter. Pittsburgh REIA has a new
program for IRA holders and high income earners. If you know anyone who has more than $500,000
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sitting around looking for a safe place to invest, we have a plan. You can make a residual income by
referring your high net worth connections to us. How is that for a deal. You make the intro, you make a
residual income based upon the performance of the investment vehicle (hint: it's real estate). With our
new "done for you investing model". Email Josh at PittsburghREIA@aol.com

(Oct 4)

URGENT CALL TO ACTION
PA House Bill 871 is now scheduled for a vote in the PA House of Representatives.
PROA asks all of its members to contact their PA House Representative, and
ASK THEM TO VOTE AGAINST THIS BILL!
ABOUT THE BILL:
HB 871 would amend the PA Constitution to allow the City of Philadelphia to tax commercial real estate
at a higher tax rate than residential real estate. Under this bill, residential rental property is considered
to be commercial real estate, and would be taxed at a higher rate than residential homeowner
properties.
Two identical properties, next to each other, with equal assessed values, one rented to a tenant, and
the other occupied by its owner, would be taxed differently. The rental property would be charged a
higher tax.
The constitution now requires all real estate to be taxed at the same uniform tax rate within each
municipality, based solely on its assessed value.
WHY PROA OPPOSES THE BILL:
1. We believe the the framers of the PA Constitution were correct in requiring all real estate to be
taxed uniformly at the same tax rate within each municipality, based solely on their assessed
value. Properties having equal assessed value should be taxed equally, regardless of what the
property is used for.
2. Allowing different classes of properties to be taxed differently creates a slippery slope. Who
knows what other "classes" of property could be singled out for higher taxation in the future if
this constitutional change is made.
3. Right now, this bill only pertains to properties in Philadelphia, but if this constitutional change is
made, the same unfair concept will quickly spread to the entire state.
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4. Classifying residential rentals as commercial properties, and taxing them at a higher rate, is both
unfair and bad public policy. Landlords will have to raise rents to cover the additional tax cost, so
ultimately their tenants will end up paying the increased cost. In most cases, this unfairly targets
those who can least afford to pay the cost, at a time when affordable rental housing is getting
harder and harder to find.
5. Residential rentals should be taxed at the same rate as homeowner properties. Under this bill, if
a homeowner decided move out of his home, and rent it to a tenant, the property taxes would
immediately increase. This makes no sense!

The bill is already scheduled for a vote,
SO PLEASE ACT IMMEDIATELY!
Click the following link to find your PA House Representative:
www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/home/findyourlegislator/index.cfm
-----------------------------------------------------

HUGE Windows R Us Sale
ATTENTION FLIPPERS AND LANDLORDS
Huge Savings
Construction Sale!!!
This Friday and Saturday
10am -6pm Fri
9am 5pm Sat
Replacement Windows and Doors!
Save HUNDREDS
Overstocked/Leftovers/Cancelled Orders
OVER 250 WINDOWS!!!
15DOORS!!
BRING YOUR MEASUREMENTS
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CASH SALE
EVERYTHING MUST GO!!
1116 Castle Shannon Blvd
Pittsburgh, PA 15234
* Warehouse in the Rear
------------------------------------------------------------Two tickets magically appeared for the sold out Robyn Thompson convention Oct 25-29
Adam and I bought tickets last year to Robyn's annual ball but are unable to go. That is the event where
she gives away a brand new car and all the real estate gurus go... anyway the event is October 2529. We have 2 tickets. I believe they were $150 each. We'd take $200 for the pair. Can you let me
know if you know of anyone who would want them?

Thanks!
Erin
Email Josh – PittsburghREIA@aol.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Law Suit with McKees Rocks over illegal tenant registration
I spoke with Phil Scolieri and he can take this case and run with it, if we have enough landlords willing to
fight. The legal action will cost between 5k and 10k
Email me to get in on this one, they are sticking it to landlords.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Prayer request for one of our own.
Please Send a message of support to Ron Manges
For those of you who do not know, Ron's teenage son is battling cancer at this very moment.
Ron is a valued REIA member and a great guy. Ron works very hard to help real estate investors who
need conventional financing. Let's show him some REIA love.
Please take a moment to send Ron a message of support, his email is Manges@fnb-corp.com, he will
really appreciate it.
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------------------------------------------------------------------Only 13 days till real estate legend Cam Dunlap is in town, you don't want to miss that !!!

(Oct 2)

Coming Events for the Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors Association.
Tomorrow the Lou Brown Trust Group will meet at it's new time and new location.
This group is all about how to use trusts for asset protection. Don't get caught with your assets hanging
out.
1st Tuesday of the month 630 PM - 800 PM
Market district in Robinson (100 Settlers Ridge Center Dr, Pittsburgh PA 15205)
We will be upstairs in the meeting room.
(Sept 28)

Who is going to Robyn Thompson's bootcamp Oct 25-19?
Hey Josh!!
Can you put out an email of anyone that's going to Robyn Thompson's thing
October 25th - 29th, that needs a roommate!!!! I wanted to see if I could room
with anyone!!
Give me a call when you get a chance!!
Thanks Buddy!
Margaret
412-956-7933
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Saturday Class with Brian Snyder and Joe Calloway is postponed
I just got word that they want to postpone this even in order to raise more money for the Florida
hurricane victims. I have it on very good authority that this event will happen in the near future so stay
tuned.
to your success
Josh
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------The times for Alex Deacon's bus tour in October
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and
The 4 pillars of real estate wealth by the legendary Cam Dunlap on Oct 17th remain unchanged.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Also we are looking for landlords who own property in McKees Rocks. We are looking at filing a law suit
against the boro and it's landlord registration fee. Please contact me if you are interested in fighting that
good fight.
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
Josh

(Sept 27)

Lots to share mid week updates for Pittsburgh
Fundraiser for South West Florida
Hurricane Relief Hurricane
Presented By: : Joe Calloway & Brian Snyder
September 30, 2017
9:00 AM 9:00 AM 9:00 AM
RE 360 World Headquarters
829 Industry St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15211
To Benefit:
Brian Snyder will also be presenting, sharing his system for building a Joe Calloway will be presenting!
To register in advance, pay via PayPal to:
bsnyder@greaterpittsburghproperties.com
or mail a check to: or mail a check to:or mail a check to:or mail a check to: or mail a check to: or mail a
check to: or mail a check to:or mail a check to:
Brian Snyder, PO Box 301 Ingomar, PA 15127.
Brian Snyder
Manager, Greater Pittsburgh Properties, LLC.
Phone: 412-992-8884
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12
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Collection of Rent after Sheriff’s Sale
By David M. Tkacik, Esq.
September 23, 2017
Occasionally, properties purchased at a sheriff’s sale by a third party bidder are occupied by someone.
This person may be the former owner or a tenant of the former owner. If the occupant was a tenant of
the former owner, the purchaser may legally collect rent from the tenant; however when does that right
to collect rent start? Is it the date of the sheriff’s sale, the date of the deed, or the date the deed was
recorded?
Pennsylvania’s Landlord and Tenant Act of 1951, as amended, contains relevant guidance:
Collection of rent by purchasers at sheriff’s and judicial sales.
In the case of a tenant whose right of possession is not paramount to that of the purchaser at a sheriff’s
or other judicial sale, the latter shall have the right as a landlord to collect by assumpsit or to distrain for
rent from the date of the acknowledgment of his deed, except for such fractional part of a quarter as the
tenant, if a farmer or one engaged in raising crops or produce, or such fractional part of a month in
other cases, as the tenant may, in accordance with the terms of his letting, have paid as an advance
payment prior to the date of the acknowledgment of said deed. In the case of a tenant whose right of
possession is paramount to that of such purchaser, advance rent paid prior to the date of
acknowledgment of the purchaser’s deed shall be deemed properly paid though paid prior to its due
date, unless it is so paid with the actual notice of the pendency of the proceedings resulting in the sale
or with intent to defeat the rights of a purchaser thereat.
[. . . ]
68 P.S. § 250.304 (emphasis added).
This Section of the law is a bit antiquated but, it is clear that the purchaser has the right to collect rent
from the date of the notary acknowledgment. It is neither the recording date, nor the date of the deed,
that controls.
David M. Tkacik, Esq. is the proprietor of Tkacik Law Office, a real estate and civil litigation law firm
(www.TkacikLawOffice.com). He can be reached at 412-414-9644 or DTkacik@TkacikLawOffice.com.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PA Southwest 2-1-1: At Your Service
By United Way Staff
As a landlord, evicting a tenant is never easy, particularly someone who has fallen on tough times and is
struggling to pay rent. Eviction costs can prove costly, so finding a way to work with tenants who trying
to make ends meet—someone who may have suffered a job loss, a cut in workhours, an unexpected
illness, etc.—could be worthwhile. That’s where PA Southwest 2-1-1 can help.
Since 2011, the United Way has managed PA Southwest 2-1-1, a free human services resource and
information helpline and website. It has served as an invaluable resource for thousands of community
members throughout the region. Much like the emergency number one calls when faced with dire
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circumstances, 2-1-1 is a 24/7 phone, text, web and chat service that directly connects people to lifechanging resources to help them stay in their homes, find financial stability, keep the heat on and more.
2-1-1 features professionally trained resource navigators who access a database of more than 5,700
programs and services in an 11-county region. 2-1-1 can ease the mental and emotional burden for
people who find themselves struggling and don’t know where to turn for help.
Resource navigators ask callers a series of questions—ranging from employment status, household
makeup, immediate needs, etc.—to identify solutions and resources for people in need. Most often,
people turn to 2-1-1 for help with paying for utilities, finding housing and shelter, obtaining food, getting
free tax preparation, and more.
Last year alone, 2-1-1 answered 79,000+ calls for help, 3,000+ texts and 1,000+ chats. Service offerings
include:
• Short-term support to help low-income working families meet basic needs through an expanded
Emergency Basic Needs Fund.
• Coordination with disaster relief agencies.
• A trained, veteran specialist resource navigator who provides connections to services for veterans and
active duty military and their families.
• Targeted housing financial stability resources for women veterans.
• Employment support.
• A disabilities specialist resource navigator who connects people with disabilities to services.
In July, 2-1-1 rolled out a new offering to landlords. The United Way now has a service referral option on
the website that empowers landlords/owners to make a direct referral for an individual in need to 2-1-1.
A resource navigator will proactively reach out to the individual. If the tenant qualifies for support, the
rental agent would receive assistance on behalf of the tenant. The navigators can also provide referrals
for other needs such as food and utility assistance.
If you think you have a tenant who is struggling to make ends meet, please have him/her dial 2-1-1 or
text their zip code to 898-211 to reach 2-1-1. Help is available. For more information on 2-1-1, please
visit https://uwswpa.org/call-2-1-1/.

(Sept 26)

Great Class this Saturday and a Super Deal
Great Class this Saturday
Brian Snyder and Joe Calloway at the same event
Brian will be teaching you how he built a huge rental portfolio using little to none of your own money.
14
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Joe Calloway is a wealth of knowledge and he will be sharing his wealth building secrets. , this is going to
be a really good day for local investors.
This Saturday I am having a fund raiser for Hurricane relief. I realize its short notice, but would like to see
as many of you as possible. If you cannot come, but want to donate, please use PayPal or mail a check as
well. Any amount of money will help. It is best to pay/ register in advance but payment at the door is
also accepted. Also thank to Mike Roth and Joe Calloway for their generous donation of their office
space for the day. Cash or Check Payment accepted at the door. Checks need to be mailed by tomorrow
for the pre-registration price. the PayPal preregistration is valid until 7AM Saturday. $55 at the door, $45
pre-registration price.
RE 360 Headquarters
829 Industry St
Pgh Pa 15211

contact Brian to claim your seat ASAP You dont want to get left out
Brian Snyder
Manager, Greater Pittsburgh Properties, LLC.
Phone: 412-992-8884
Greater Pittsburgh Properties, LLC.
P.O. Box 301
Ingomar, PA 15127
www.greaterpittsburghproperties.com
-------------------------------Hi Josh,
I hope you're feeling much better by now. I wanted to ask again if you can blast out an email again. I
HAVE to do something immediately with that home in Coal Center...
ATTENTION INVESTORS!!! Sitting around complaining there aren't any deals out there?!?!?!!! Here's a
gift for you!!! My pain equals YOUR PROFIT!!! I am having a "fire sale" on a completely remodeled home
in Coal Center (California area). I cannot afford to hold it any longer. This will be a one of the easiest
deals for you. I already did all the hard work. All you have to do is have the cash to sit and wait for it to
sell. I don't!!! I already have people interested in rent to own, but at this point that won't work for me.
But it will for someone else I am certain.
It's on a very nice stretch of road with beautiful homes surrounding it including the view off the front
porch of a custom built home that is beautifully landscaped. It is just down the street from California
Area Schools, and 5 minutes from Cal U and 5 mins from the river for those water lovers. Easy access to
routes 40, 43 and 70.
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Here is a link to my CL ad. https://pittsburgh.craigslist.org/reo/d/must-sellimmediately/6310945072.html
Here is the MLS listing
Seems at this time, the price is a little high. Should maybe be listed more around the $175k range.
However, I did not want to drop it yet and hurt the next investor or hurt my chances at an auction.
When I say this, I am dead serious...ALL SERIOUS OFFERS WILL BE CONSIDERED!!!!
I would also partner with someone. Maybe all you want to do is be the money. I would still manage it
until sold as well.
I am very reasonable and easy to work with so please don't hesitate to call. This is a Pittsburgh area
investor reaching out to other Pittsburgh investors honestly looking for some help.
I know this will work perfectly for somebody out there. You must act immediately.
CALL ME TODAY and LET'S MAKE A DEAL!!!!
Kind Regards,
Bobby
________________________________
Robert J. Hornyak, MBA
Housing Counselor
RJH Real Property, LLC
Certified Affordable Housing Provider
412.335.7781 mobile
412.301.3636 office
412.446.2779 fax
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Save the Day Tuesday October 17th
**Attention – Join us and get access to a simple, automated software that evaluates your deals and
make offers that get a "YES", 100% Free**
Join Us For A Special Night Of Training And Learn How
To Whip Your Competition & Cash Checks Fast By Following The Most Direct Line To Profits Available!
Join us on Tuesday October 17th as national real estate investing expert and full-time investor Cameron
Dunlap shares the No B.S. – What’s Working Now - strategies that you can use to start doing more deals
in more markets fast!
Known as the “Transaction Technician” because of his skill in utilizing almost every creative technique in
purchasing and selling Real Estate, Cameron has become one of the nation’s leading expert in
foreclosure and vacant home real estate investing. Since 1995, Cameron has shared his strategies and
passion for real estate with tens of thousands of good folks just like you.
Join us on {DATE} and discover how to put The 4 Pillars of Real Estate to work for you:
How to beat the Government at its’ own game and use good old fashioned American ingenuity to
legally bypass the Dodd-Frank Act while doing more deals and cashing more checks!
How to have all the motivated seller leads you’ll ever need, hand delivered to you daily on a silver
platter!
How to get unlimited access to $600,000 of Cam’s money for all of your deals (including vacant
house deals), without paying any fees or points!
How to get instant access to thousands of HOT cash buyers, every month, who are looking for
YOUR deals so you can make offers with confidence and flip properties in record time!
Plus - you’ll also discover how to use a powerful piece of proprietary software that Cameron developed
himself so you can find the most profitable deals and turn them into $15,000 profit checks, in 2-3 weeks
or less.
(Sept 22)

No Creative Finance Sub Group This Sunday.
I am with about 20 other Pittsburgh REIA members, and we are all learning how to be note investors.
The good news is that this group will spawn a new note related sub-group, the bad news is that we will
all be here when the Sunday creative finance group would normally meet.
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The bad news is that none of us will be qualified to teach you how to be note investors.
The other good news is that I can get you the materials and get you into the course that will teach you to
be a note investor like us, at any time.
To your success
Josh
(Sept 20)

3 Event Announcements that you need to see
So here we are, the day after a monthly REIA meeting and we already have big events to announce that
werent quite ready to announce yesterday.
Today only
Our friend Otis Dicerbo is hosing his fall networking/ home show event for real estate investors.
Otis does this every year and it is a great event. I am too sick to attend or I would be there.
Tonight at 5-8pm
at the Circleville VFW -The hall at Robbins Station
129 Robbins Station RD
North Huntingdon PA 15642
There will be a room full of vendors
and this year they are taking donations for hurricane pets.
I hope you can attend
Josh
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Big news We have set up a one day training for real estate investors to benefit Florida hurricane victims. Brian
Snyder and Joe Calloway, will both be teaching. This is a great opportunity to learn valuable info and
help people in need. Stay tuned, for more info as we solidify a date and location. Expect this to be in the
next week or two.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Lesser news - I will be teaching creative finance as part of Alex Deacons next meet up,
Saturday, October 14, 2017
9:45 AM
We only have 6 spots left for the tour. It’s about three hours of super good content and information so
please RSVP for the tour before its sold out. Our meetup in October will only be about 1 hour with Josh
Caldwell as our speaker then we hit the road to see 3-4 properties that we are currently working on.
The Bus tour is $60 and you need to contact Bonnie to reserve a seat and make your payment. Email or
call Bonnie 412-427-2593
justcallbonnie@gmail.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Huge Freakin news !!!!!
I have just secured a living legend for our next REIA meeting.
Save the Date October 17th.
We have Cam Dunlap coming into town. For those of you who do not know who Can is, you will be
amazed. Cam is the #2 most requested real estate speaker at real estate clubs in the nation, Robyn
Thompson is #1 and we have her booked for next spring. Let that sink in for a second Out of the
thousands of people who speak are real estate clubs, we have #1 and #2 coming in to little old
Pittsburgh. You do not want to miss Cam. What he teaches is completely different than Robyn's world.
I will get you more details as the even approaches
To your success
Josh
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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